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Hydrocele in Pediatric Population
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ABSTRACT
Hydrocele is a collection of fluid within the tunica vaginalis. Based upon the etiology and the pathophysiology, it is divided into,
the primary and secondary. The primary hydrocele includes the neonatal or the congenital, the communicating and the noncommunicating or the closed or the adult type. The secondary hydrocele can develop in the substrate of a pre-existing disease. After
systematic and thorough systematic and thorough research of the relevant literature, we aim at describing all the aspects of this
entity, with specific emphasis on the issues that remain unanswered from the scientific community.
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ETIOLOGIC CLASSIFICATION
Hydrocele is the collection of fluid within the tunica vaginalis of the testis. Based on the pathophysiological substrate, it is divided into primary and secondary. The primary hydrocele includes the neonatal or the congenital,
the communicating and the non-communicating or closed
type (1).
The secondary hydrocele can develop on the grounds of
a pre-existing disease such as inflammation (epididymitis,
epididymo-orchitis), testicular torsion or its embryonic
appendages (appendiceal torsion), previous surgical intervention in the inguinal region or scrotum (e.g. varicocelectomy), hypoproteinemia due to a systemic disease and
trauma or tumor of the intrascrotal structures. In thirdworld countries parasitic diseases (lymphatic filariasis,
Wuchereria bancrofti etc.) are common causes of secondary hydrocele (2).
In the context of patent processus vaginalis pathology,
the following disorders may occur: the processus vaginalis
is almost obliterated from the level of the internal inguinal
orifice. The rest of it fills with fluid which descends from
the peritoneal cavity, so we have the neonatal or congenital
hydrocele.
When the processus vaginalis remains obliterated on
either side of a complete with fluid cavity, it is referred as
a cystic hydrocele or a cyst of the spermatic cord. When
the processus vaginalis is patent in its entire length, the
result is the communicating hydrocele.
A particular entity is the abdomino-inguino-scrotal
hydrocele. It is believed that the cause is the presence of
a valve type obstruction of the processus vaginalis above
the internal inguinal orifice. The fluid is collected up to
the level of the internal inguinal orifice. In contrast to the
large compliance of the scrotum, the inguinal canal is relatively small, due to its fibromuscular nature. The accumulated fluid within the processus vaginalis causes the development of high pressure at the internal inguinal orifice.
However, this pressure overcomes the intra-abdominal
one, then the hydrocele spreads intra-abdominally and so
the abdominal part of the abdomino-inguino-scrotal hydrocele is formed. The collected fluid can be spread both
intraperitoneally and retroperitoneally (3).

Fig. 1 Congenital hydrocele.
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The non-communicating or closed type hydrocele most
often manifests in prepubertal age. The mechanism of
development remains unknown. It has been suspected
that the cause could be a small communication between
the processus vaginalis and the peritoneum that remains
asymptomatic during early childhood and manifests later.
However, with the surgical confirmation of an absence of
a patent processus vaginalis, this hypothesis is disputed.
Koutsoumis et al conducted a biochemical analysis of the
fluid in 13 patients with a closed type hydrocele and found
that it was serous fluid in all cases (4).
According to the latest postulation, the primary
non-communicating hydrocele is caused by a disorder in
the balance between the rate of production and reabsorption of the fluid from the tunica vaginalis epithelial cells.
Therefore, it concerns either an increased rate of production, or a reduced rate or reabsorption of the collected fluid within the tunica vaginalis (4, 5).
EMBRYOLOGY
The processus vaginalis develops as a peritoneal protrusion during the 12th embryonic week. Gradually it exits
from the internal inguinal orifice, it traverses the inguinal
canal and in girls, it is inserted in the pubic tuberculum.
In boys, it reaches the scrotum with its last part forming
the two layers of the tunica vaginalis which surrounds in
part the homolateral testis. The processus vaginalis takes
part catalytically in the testicular descent from the lumbar
region to the scrotum, like a “hydraulic” force.
After birth, the progressive obliteration of the processus vaginalis continues. Because the descent of the left
testis is completed earlier, the obliteration of the right
processus vaginalis is delayed (6). This fact explains the
prevalence of right-side manifestation of the entities in
the context of patent processus vaginalis (7). The processus is patent in 80–94% of newborn boys. Sachs proved
that in ages ranging from 4 to 12 months, it remains patent in 57% of infants (8). Autopsy studies of adults showed
that the processus vaginalis is patent in 5% (5–37%) of
cases (9). In 80–88% of adult males the processus vaginalis
is turned into a fiber chord after its obliteration. In females

Fig. 2 Spermatic cord hydrocele. Notice the distal part of processus
vaginalis (red arrow), the cyst (black arrow) and the proximal part of
processus vaginalis (blue arrow).
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the corresponding structure is called the Nuck canal and it
reaches the ipsilateral major labium.
The existence of a patent processus vaginalis is an
essential but not catalytic factor for the development of
an indirect inguinal hernia, because only 8–12% of adults
develop indirect inguinal hernia (10).
Hutson et al. claim that the androgen-dependent action of the genitofemoral nerve through the secretion of
a neuropeptide (calcitonin gene-related peptide, CGRP) is
responsible for the physiologic obliteration of the processus vaginalis (11). Reduced secretion of CGRP prenatally
causes disorders in the descent of the testis, while the
reduced secretion antenatally leads to inguinal hernia or
hydrocele. CGRP causes in vitro obliteration of the processus vaginalis in infants with inguinal hernia. Initially
the peptide acts on the fibroblasts of the wall of the processus vaginalis, in which the presence of CGRP receptors have been documented. The mechanism however by
which these changes occur in the mesothelium of the processus vaginalis that have been observed in vitro studies
and the following obliteration have not been clarified yet
(11, 12).
Tanye et al. believe that the failure of obliteration
of the processus vaginalis is caused by the presence
of smooth muscle fibers in its wall. This hypothesis is
based on studies in which increased expression of different markers, such as actin and desmin in the processus vaginalis wall of patients with inguinal hernia or
communicating hydrocele, were recorded (12). Based on
these observations, the existence of smooth muscle fibers
was proven in the wall of a patent processus vaginalis,
in contrast to their absence from a normally obliterated
one. However, the exact mechanism by which the smooth
muscle fibers keep the processus patent is not completely
understood.
The degeneration of myofibroblasts induces the apoptosis of the smooth muscle fibers and the mesothelium of the
processus vaginalis, which leads to its obliteration. Therefore, disorders in this procedure cause disturbance in the
normal obliteration of the processus vaginalis (12, 13).
It has been estimated that the quantity of smooth muscle fibers that remain on the wall of the processus vaginalis, correlates with the manifestation of either hydrocele
(less), or inguinal hernia(more). In the above mechanism,
the autonomic nervous system and activity of androgen
disorders are involved, since these two factors are considered to affect the smooth muscle fibers. The androgens
affect the fibers both directly and indirectly through the
sympathetic nervous system, which has an androgen dependent activity. The sympathetic innervation plays an
important trophic role for the smooth muscle fibers, increasing the intracellular cAMP through β-adrenergic receptors. Consequently, with the reduction of the activity
of the sympathetic nervous system and the reactive increase in the parasympathetic activity, the smooth muscle
cell apoptosis is induced (13).
Especially in females, due to a smaller number of sympathetic nerve fibers, the sympatholytic activity causes
apoptosis of the smooth muscle fibers on the walls of the
Nuck canal. Based on this analysis, the rarer manifestation
of inguinal hernia in females might be explained (13, 14).
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CLINICAL MANIFESTATION AND EVOLUTION
Due to a progressive obliteration of the processus vaginalis, the neonatal or congenital hydrocele is reversed on
its own in 63–89% of cases until the age of 12–24 months
(15, 16). Indeed, this obliteration is completed within the
first six months of life in 75% of cases (1).
If the processus vaginalis remains patent, however,
then the communicating hernia develops. The communicating hydrocele usually presents during infancy and is bilateral. The increase and decrease of swelling are pathognomonic findings.
Hydrocele must be differentiated from the inguinal
hernia especially when it expands to the scrotum. The cervix of the hydrocele is narrow at the level of the external
inguinal orifice, in contrast to the inguinal hernia which
expands into the inguinal canal. The content of the inguinal hernia can be repositioned, while the hydrocele one
cannot be repositioned. The latter is difficult to assess in
neonates and infants, especially if it concerns a hydrocele
under pressure. In this case, a digital rectal examination is
necessary to exclude an incarcerated inguinal hernia. During the effort of repositioning a hydrocele under pressure,
the fluid can be directed internally through the external
inguinal orifice, giving the impression of repositioning an
incarcerated inguinal hernia. The hydrocele, however, is
mobile and painless, while the inguinal hernia is fixed to
the wall of the inguinal canal and is painful during palpation. Transillumination can contribute diagnostically,
however an incarcerated air-filled intestinal helix can
appear similarly to a hydrocele.

Fig. 3 Adult type hydrocele.
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The congenital or neonatal hydrocele should not worry
the parents as in most cases it subsides within the first year
of life. A periodic follow-up is required every 3–6 months
during this period. Urgent evaluation may be required if it
suddenly increases in size or pressure develops. If the hydrocele persists beyond first 1–2 years of life, then it possibly concerns a communicating one. Before the last 15 years,
most pediatric surgeons were aggressive concerning the
time of treatment, assuming it was potentially an inguinal
hernia. Today a more conservative approach is followed
(17). Besides that, the probability of inguinal hernia is less
than 5% and without a reported episode of incarceration
(16). A longer follow-up, however, is usually required.
In cases of delayed manifestation of hydrocele, Christensen et al. believe that the indication for surgical intervention is better to be set after a monitoring period
of 6–9 months, during which there is a 75% chance of reversion (18). In spermatic cord hydrocele, surgical intervention is recommended, if it persists beyond the age of
18 months (16, 18).
In conclusion, the advised strategy is to avoid surgical
procedure during the first 2 years of life, except for the
following cases: a) the existence of inguinal hernia cannot be excluded, b) it concerns a large, symptomatic and
under pressure hydrocele and c) it concerns a communicating hydrocele with frequent increase and decrease of
its size, a fact that means that a great volume of fluid is
being transferred between the peritoneal cavity and the
processus vaginalis, so its width is large, suggesting a potential inguinal hernia. After the first two years of life the
hydrocele must be surgically corrected if it does not tend
to subside or if it manifests acutely, as at this age its reversion is extremely rare.
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
The basis of the communicating hydrocele operative management is the high ligation of the processus vaginalis
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at the level of the internal inguinal orifice with creation
of a fenestration in the homolateral tunica vaginalis. Reversion of the tunica vaginalis is not required (Bottle
procedure) (6, 19). Reversion of the tunicae is indicated
in a hydrocele under pressure as well, as in cases, where
the tunica vaginalis is thickened, by fibrotic and with elements of inflammation (6, 19).
In tense neonatal hydrocele, in abdomino-scrotal hydrocele and in closed type hydrocele the procedure can be
performed via scrotal approach with trans-scrotal incision.
Tunica albuginea reversion, with or without tunica vaginalis excision, along with joining the tunicae- with suturesin the posterior surface of the testis, without spermatic
cord compression (Lord method), is recommended (2–5).
The advantages of the scrotal approach include a better
aesthetic result, reduction in operative time and no danger
of damaging the ilioinguinal nerve (2–5).
POSTOPERATIVE HYDROCELE
The most characteristic example includes the hydrocele
that is formed in the ipsilateral hemi-scrotum – usually the
left – after varicocelectomy. Usually they develop within
2–22 months after surgery, although cases observed more
than 6 years after surgery have been reported (20, 21).
Possibly, in most cases, the post-surgical follow-up period
is short, thus cases of hydrocele that develop late can be
missed. It is not considered a relapse, since pre-surgically
hydrocele does not exist. This entity affects 1–40% of males
that have undergone varicocelectomy (22, 23). Etiologically it is believed that the cause is destruction or blockage
of the lymphatic vessels, whose course is parallel to the
internal spermatic vessels. It has been established that the
hydrocele improves and reverses in 14–60% of cases, either
due to development of collateral lymph circulation or regrowth of the blocked lymphatic vessels (20, 21).
In cases when the postoperative hydrocele persists
beyond the first year after varicocelectomy, its surgi-

Fig. 4 1. Normal anatomy, 2. Adult type hydrocele, 3. Communicating hydrocele, 4. Spermatic cord hydrocele, 5. Inguinal hernia,
6. Inguinoscrotal hernia; a. peritoneal cavity, b. scrotum, c. tunica vaginalis, d. testis, e. epididymis, f. spermatic duct, g. processus vaginalis.
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cal management is indicated. Initially, aspiration under
aseptic conditions is recommended and, if it relapses, hydrocelectomy by scrotal approach is required. It should be
noted that the possibility of relapse is much greater than
the documented in other cases of hydrocele. Esposito et
al. in their small series observed that 2 out of 6 cases with
postoperative hydrocele in the context of varicocelectomy
finally relapsed (22).
HYDROCELE RECURRENCE
Recurrence usually develops after the treatment of inguinal hernia or hydrocele of the homolateral inguinal
region. Commonly, this occurs several months postoperatively. Morecroft et al. treated 556 males with hydrocele
or inguinal hernia and observed that 8 out of 556 (1.4%)
developed hydrocele postoperatively (23). Ein et al. treated
5,343 males with hydrocele or inguinal hernia and postoperative hydrocele developed only in 2 patients (0.038%)
(24). Davies et al. found that the hydrocele recurrence was
greater (11%) when the male patients that had undergone
surgery for hydrocele or inguinal hernia weighted less
than 3 kilograms (25). In the contrary, Moss et al. demonstrated that only 2 out of 328 neonates (0.6%) experienced
hydrocele recurrence (26).
There is no algorithm concerning the surgical strategy that should be followed for this complication (21, 27).
The first step is the observational approach for at least
6 months. The next step is the trans-scrotal paracentesis
and the absorption of the fluid with the use of a needle under aseptic conditions and local anesthesia, in cases when
the hydrocele persists, or the volume of the collected fluid
increases, or local discomfort appears. A contraindication
for this procedure is the existence of homolateral inguinal
hernia or communicating hydrocele.
Surgical management is advised if the fluid aspiration – which can be repeated up to 5 times – does not solve
the problem. Surgical intervention can be performed either via scrotal or inguinal incision. The majority of pediatric surgeons prefer the inguinal approach, as this allows
the exploration and correction of a potential inguinal hernia or a communicating hydrocele.
The inguinal approach is also advised in those cases, in
which the first operation was performed trans-scrotally,
because the anatomy and the potential presence of inguinal pathology were not thoroughly assessed.
NUCK’S HYDROCELE
Nuck’s hydrocele concerns a communicating hydrocele
in females resulting from the persistence of a patent
Nuck’s canal, the equivalent of the processus vaginalis
in males. Nuck’s canal was named after the Dutch Anton
Nuck, who first described this anatomic entity (28). This
peritoneal protrusion accompanies the round ovarian ligament in its extra-abdominal course. It passes through the
inguinal canal and attaches to the ipsilateral pubic tuberculum. The wall of this peritoneal protrusion is comprised
of mesothelial cells with single or multi-layered cuboidal
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or cylindrical epithelium internally, which are surrounded by a thick fibrotic connective tissue, which is in turn
traversed by bundles of smooth muscle fibers.
It is possible for the Nuck’s canal to obliterate, resulting
in fluid accumulation within the canal due to an imbalance
between the production rate from the mesothelial cells
and the rate of its absorption.
Nuck’s hydrocele can be classified into 4 types (29):
– the equivalent to the spermatic cord cyst in males,
– the equivalent to communicating hydrocele in males,
– the “hour glass” type or the type of two-space hydrocele. In this type, two cavities are observed, one
peripheral, closed type and one central that communicates with the peritoneal cavity through the patent
Nuck’s canal,
– the equivalent to the non-communicating or closed
type hydrocele in males.
It is a rare entity, as relevant literature mainly consists of case reports or small case studies. In general,
Nuck’s hydrocele is 8 times rarer than the communicating
hydrocele in males (28, 29). It is characterized by painless
and non-reversible swelling, usually mobile, with well-defined boundaries, located in the right inguinal region that
can expand to the ipsilateral major labium of the vagina.
Swelling can range from 2.3 to 5.6 cm (28). The physician
must differentiate it from an incarcerated inguinal hernia or an incarcerated femoral hernia, especially from
one which contains ovary or part of the small intestine or
omentum or a lipoma, the soft tissue tumors of the inguinal area and the inguinal region lymphadenopathy.
It is worth highlighting that 98.7% of cases of swelling
of the inguinal region in females correspond to an inguinal hernia and only 0.76% to Nuck’s hydrocele (28).
Diagnosis is confirmed by ultrasonography. Major findings are the hypo-echoic or anechoic content, the single
cavity or multiple cavities with thin septa and the depiction of the “comma sign” (29). Rarely, magnetic resonance
imaging may be required.
Treatment of choice is the ligation of the Nuck’s canal
at the level of internal inguinal orifice – as long as it is patent – and its removal down to its peripheral attachment to
the homolateral pubic tuberculum (29).
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Robotic Management of Fibroids:
Discussion of Use, Criteria and Advantages
Ioannis D. Gkegkes1,*, George Iatrakis2, Paraskevi-Evangelia Iavazzo3, Konstadia Bakalianou4,
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ABSTRACT
Fibroids are the most common benign tumors affecting fertility and quality of life. Different methods either definitive or fertility sparing
are used for their management by using open, laparoscopic and robotic techniques. This is a narrative review presenting the role and the
advantages of robotic surgery in fibroids (myomectomies or hysterectomies). Such a management is effective, safe and feasible in hands
of well-trained teams even for multiple, large or deep located fibroids.
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INTRODUCTION
Fibroids are the most common benign uterine tumors deriving from the smooth muscle cells of the myometrium. They
can cause uterine bleeding, pain, pressure symptoms and
infertility (1). Depending on their anatomic location they
are characterised as subserosal, intramural, submucosal
and pedunculated fibroids. Ultrasound is the most widely
used modality for fibroids diagnosis due to its availability
and cost-effectiveness. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is the best modality for visualizing the size and location of
all uterine myomas and rule out adenomyosis. However,
due to the expense of MRI, its use is best reserved for surgical planning for complicated procedures (2). Initially, expectant management could be a reasonable option for some
women with fibroids or, “empirically”, fibroids are treated
conservatively either with progestin-only treatments or
combined hormonal contraceptives or GnRH analogues (3).
However, they are the primary indication of hysterectomies
in order to have a definitive treatment. Their management
could also be fertility sparing if that is possible by performing myomectomy or uterine embolization (1). Laparoscopic
or open techniques, depending on each surgeon’s preference and experience, are offered as treatment options while
recently robotic procedures are also suggested.
The da Vinci© surgical system (Intuitive Surgical,
Sunnyvale, California) received FDA approval in 2005.
Robotic procedures have been introduced in order to improve surgical performance. Increased dexterity, greater
range of motion and better depth perception are the main
advantages of robotic-assisted techniques. Its limitations
include lack of tactile feedback and increased cost. Robotic procedures combine the advantages of open and laparoscopic procedures and are another alternative in the
management of fibroids either with myomectomy or with
hysterectomy (4).
The aim of this narrative review is to present the use,
the criteria and the advantages of robotic surgery in the
treatment of fibroids.
DISCUSSION
Different techniques including open, laparoscopic or robotic procedures are “concurrently” used in the management of fibroids and robotic-assisted procedures are becoming more common (4). The patient is preoperatively
assessed with imaging scans including ultrasound and
MRI and she signs the informed consent when she is informed about the type of planned procedure and possible
risks of it including infection, bleeding and injury of adjacent organs. “A little arbitrarily”, candidates for robotic
myomectomy are all the patients with any single myoma
<15 cm or with <15 myomas in total while palpation of the
uterine fundus above the umbilicus, with diffuse adenomyosis or a uterine cavity which cannot be clearly visualized by imaging techniques are contraindications of robotic myomectomy (5). In these cases, a total or subtotal
hysterectomy could be performed.
Patient is operated in dorsal lithotomy position in Allen
stirrups with the arms padded and tucked. After trocar
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placement, the patient would lie in Trendelenburg position. The assistant’s laparoscopic port is used for suction/
irrigation, passage of needles, tissue retraction, and morcellation. The most commonly used robotic instruments
are Cadiere or Maryland bipolar forceps, harmonic shears,
and mega or large needle driver. Initially, the fibroid location is exactly determined and then vasopressin is injected into the myometrium surrounding the fibroid. An
incision is performed over the fibroid in a longitudinal or
horizontal axis followed by enucleation of it by using a robotic tenaculum and/or a bipolar coagulator in addition to
the harmonic shears. The assistant could also help by additional traction with a laparoscopic tenaculum. Multilayer
closure employing barbed sutures is usually performed.
The specimen is morcelated by taking care of the adjacent
tissues especially the bowel and the specimen is retrieved
through the assistant’s port.
Regarding the surgical steps of a robotic hysterectomy, two Vicryl© sutures are put on the cervix and then the
uterus is instrumented with manipulator and a cervical
cap is tied with the sutures. An indwelling foley catheter
is also used at outset. Then, uncomplicated Veress needle
is fitted and pneumoperitoneum and trocars insertion are
performed followed by side docking and instrumentation.
Usually, the bipolar diathermy (DT) is set at 40 and the
scissors are put through the right main port with monopolar DT at 40 cut and coagulation. Cadiere or Maryland
forceps are placed in the third arm. Then, after incising
with monopolar DT, the broad ligaments are entered and
the ureters are identified bilaterally. The infundibulopelvic
pedicles and round ligaments are “taken” with bipolar and/
or monopolar DT. The uterovesical fold is taken with monopolar DT and reflection of the bladder follows. The uterine vessels are then skeletalised and taken with bipolar and
monopolar DT. The vagina is entered anteriorly on top of
the manipulator’s cervical cap and the dissection is continued circumferentially using monopolar DT. The uterine
specimen could be extracted through the vagina, through
a mini-laparotomy or morcellated depending on its dimensions and suspicion for malignancy. The vaginal vault
is then closed with continuous barbed suture. Regarding
the postoperative care, the patients are early mobilised and
usually are discharged the first postoperative day. In future
pregnancies, the risk of uterine rupture is very low when
the myometrium is appropriately repaired (6).
Robotic system preserves the advantages of conventional laparoscopy while it offers the possibility to the gynaecologist to operate with more dexterity on the uterus,
especially when performing a myomectomy. The articulated instruments permit a wide range of motions while they
increase the ability of the surgeon to work efficiently. The
3-dimention stereoscopic vision by the use of binocular
optics, the filtration of the tremor and the less operator
fatigue are some of the obvious advantages of such operations. It is suggested that a diagnostic laparoscopy should
be used in order to clarify the exact positions of the trocars in order to have uncomplicated access to the pelvis.
Robotic procedures can be safely performed after taking
into account the physiological changes of pneumoperitoneum and steep Trendelenburg position during a preoperative anaesthetic review (7). The CO2 pressure required
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for exposure is often lower in correlation with traditional
laparoscopy as result of the mechanical lift of the robot
(8). All the above mentioned advantages can lead to more
anatomical procedures.
A recent meta-analysis revealed that robotic procedures
have significant short term benefits compared to open surgery but the results were found to be similar to laparoscopic procedures (9). It was shown that there is no significant
difference in number and weight of fibroids or operating
times when comparing robotic with laparoscopic or open
myomectomy (10, 11). However, blood loss is less in the robotic group (10). When comparing robotic with open myomectomies, although the operative time is double (261 versus 125 minutes), the hospital stay was half the days in the
robotic cases (1.5 versus 2.7 days) (12). In all those studies,
the rates of conversion to open surgery and blood transfusion are minimal. The most common reason of conversion
is the location or the volume of the fibroid and/or the luck
of experience of the surgeon. Regarding the pregnancy outcomes after robotic myomectomies, a cohort study revealed
that the mean time to conception was 12.9 ± 11.5 months,
spontaneous abortions occurred in 18.9%, while preterm
delivery in 17.4% of the achieved pregnancies. The uterine
rupture rates were 1.1% (13). Another study showed that
the pregnancy rate is 69% and the natural conception rate
55% after robotic myomectomies (14). Additionally, preoperative obesity is not a contraindication or risk factor of
poor outcome for women undergoing robotic myomectomy (15). So, the robotic assisted surgery also permits the
realization of a key hole operation (at most 10 to 12 mm) (8)
which can be interpreted into significantly less blood loss,
less pain, shorter recovery time as well as shorter hospital
stay, quicker return to normal activity and better aesthetic
result. Moreover, the learning curve of such operations is
rapid compared to laparoscopy, while at the same time the
good clinical outcomes are equally effective as conventional
laparoscopy and within similar operating times.
On the other hand, the most significant disadvantages
include the high costs of use, the bulky machinery and the
need for staff training. Regarding the cost, it was shown
that open myomectomy costs $4,937 compared to laparoscopy which costs $6,219 and robotic procedures $7,299 (16).
Of course, entry of new robotic systems in the market as
well as use of the robot by different surgical teams and in
a high volume of patients could decrease the cost disadvantage. Moreover, some authors argue that robotic are
longer operations and the loss of tactile sensation makes
difficult the sensation of an intramural fibroid (17).
We present a state of the art narrative review dealing
with management of uterine fibroids, especially the surgical treatment using the da Vinci© robotic system. We briefly describe the fertility sparing procedure – myomectomy
– and the definitive procedure – hysterectomy – pointing
out the advantages of the robotic surgery (increased dexterity, maneuverability of the system, greater range of
motion and better depth perception) and compare the robotic, laparoscopic and open surgery in terms of complication rate, operative time, hospital stay, blood loss, learning
curve and cost.
The review mentioned both approaches conservative
and definitive with bigger focus on conservative approach.
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We include a comparison of the laparotomic versus laparoscopic versus robotic assisted surgery. Recent meta-analyses and prospective studies are favouring the later two for
shorter hospital stay and less blood loss (18–20). We would
also like to note that morcelation of the tissue of fibroid after myomectomy – especially use of power morcellation –
could rise a controversy according to FDA advise (21, 22).
For this reason, we suggest that any type of morcellation
should be performed inside a laparoscopic bag to avoid tissue contamination (22).
Robotic system in conservative management is a very
interesting modality, though it struggles in comparison
with laparoscopic management because it brings hardly any advantage for its higher cost. There are still lot of
countries where the myomectomy with robotic system is
still not covered by insurance companies and the spending power of patients is still very low and this modality is
therefore unavailable. But this is the controversy worth to
mention. When the cost issue is going to get overcome that
could be the time when robotic modality in conservative
management of fibroids would become more common in
the future.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, robotic myomectomy or hysterectomy is
an equally effective, feasible and safe alternative in welltrained hands compared to the traditional methods of
open or laparoscopic surgery. The till now evidence shows
that robotic myomectomy has comparable results to open
and laparoscopic techniques. More randomized prospective studies are necessary to clarify the role of robotic
management especially in the long term outcomes such as
pregnancy, miscarriage, caesarean section and live birth
rates.
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ABSTRACT
Aim: The aim of this study was to assess the perception of undergraduate dentistry students at Charles University, Faculty of Medicine in
Hradec Králové, the Czech Republic regarding their endodontic education within the context of the Undergraduate Curriculum Guidelines
for Endodontology by the European Society of Endodontology (ESE). The secondary aim was to compare this perception among students in
the Czech and English groups.
Methodology: A questionnaire survey was conducted among fifth year students at the very end of their studies.
Results: The students returned 60 filled questionnaires, making the response rate of 75.9%. More than two thirds of the respondents
declared that they were competent at or had knowledge of most of the major competencies defined by the ESE. Eighty seven percent of
respondents felt competent to perform a root canal treatment on anterior teeth; 86.7% on premolars; and 48.3% on molars. Nearly all
respondents (98.3%) recommended more opportunities to practice on patients.
Conclusions: The overall perception of the students was that their endodontic education was sufficient and largely conformed to the
guidelines. Insufficient exposure to endodontic practice on patients was identified as a deficiency. There were no significant differences in
perceptions between the two study groups.
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Tab. 2 Description of dedicated endodontic subjects.

Timing

Subject

Teaching
hours

Root canal treatment (RCT) is the treatment of teeth with
irreversibly damaged or necrotic dental pulps with the
goal of preserving the non-vital but functional tooth in
the mouth (1). As there is no official state-guaranteed specialization in endodontics in the Czech Republic, RCT falls
into the basic spectrum of treatment modalities provided
by general dental practitioners. Thus, during undergraduate dentistry studies, students need to be familiarized with
endodontology and achieve sufficient skills to be able to
perform RCT independently.
The European Society of Endodontology (ESE) published recommendations about undergraduate endodontic
curriculum in 2013 (2). There are 3 domains of endodontic
competencies defined: scientific foundations of endodontic practice, nonsurgical endodontic treatment and surgical endodontic treatment. Each domain has several corresponding major competencies with specified required
level of skills. The different levels of skills are defined
and approved by the Association of Dental Education in
Europe (3) (Table 1).
Within the curriculum of the dentistry programme at
Charles University, Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové,
endodontic education is divided into three subjects (Table 2). Apart from these dedicated endodontic subjects,
students learn other topics related to endodontics in other
subjects, such as tooth morphology including the root system in the Preclinical Dentistry I in the winter term of the
first year and X-ray imaging in Dental Radiology in the
winter term of the third year.
There are two parallel study groups – one in the Czech
language and the other one in English. Both groups have
the same curriculum, the same lectures, the same teachers
and the same assessments. The only difference between
the 2 groups is the language used. For practical lessons
the students of these two groups are mixed, meaning each
working pair consists of one student from each group.
In the literature there are only few studies dealing with
the evaluation of endodontic education by students. There
are no published studies on this topic from the Czech Republic or the Central European region.

The primary aims of this study were (i) to assess the
perception of the undergraduate students at Charles University, Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové, the Czech
Republic regarding the endodontic curriculum within the
context of the Undergraduate Curriculum Guidelines for
Endodontology published by ESE in 2013; (ii) to evaluate
endodontic education from the point of view of the students at the time of graduation in terms of other factors,
i.e. quality and range of the lectures, extent of practical
training, and suitability of the included topics; (iii) to document students’ perceptions about their own endodontic
experience, e.g. number of treated canals/teeth in patients
and in vitro, the confidence in root canal treatment of different teeth; and (iv) to gather suggestions for improving
endodontic education. The secondary aim was to compare
these perceptions among the students in the Czech and
English language groups.

Endodontics I Endodontics II Endodontics III
Year

3rd

4th

5th

Semester

summer

summer

winter

Theory

25

6

15

Preclin.
practice

12

9*

0*

Theory

Basic
endodontic
topics, e.g.
diseases of
dental pulp,
vital pulp
treatment,
procedure
of RCT including
the instruments and
materials
used, complications,
postendodontic treatment.

Machine
shaping
of the root
canals, usage
of ultrasound
and operation
microscope
in endodontics.

Advanced
endodontics
procedures
such as
root canal
retreatment,
retrograde
endodontic
treatment,
internal
bleaching etc.

Practice

Training of
root canal
treatment
using hand
instruments
and lateral
compaction.

Training of
rotary shaping
of the root
canals. RCT
in patients.

RCT in
patients
including
postendo.

Hand RCT
of 2 canals
in plastic
blocks and
3 canals in
extracted
teeth

Rotary RCT
RCT of 1 tooth
of 2 canals in in patient.
plastic blocks
and 3 canals
in extracted
teeth.

Description

INTRODUCTION

Tab. 1 Definitions of the levels of applied to competences (3).
A dentist should on graduation
demonstrate a sound theoretical
knowledge and understanding of the
subject together with an adequate
clinical experience to be able to
resolve clinical problems encountered
independently or without assistance.

To have knowledge of

A dentist should on graduation
demonstrate a sound theoretical
knowledge and understanding of the
subject but may have only limited
clinical/practical experience.

To be familiar with

A dentist should on graduation
demonstrate a basic understanding of
the subject but need not have clinical
experience or be expected to carry out
procedures independently.

Requirements

To be competent at
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* Clinical practical lessons are incorporated in the practical lessons
of the subject Clinical dentistry.
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Tab. 3 A comparison of Czech and English groups and the years of graduation in terms of age and gender.
Total

Language
Year

Age
[years] –
quantitative

Gender

Age [years] – qualitative

Men

Women

Median

23

24

25

26–38

% (n)

% (n)

% (n)

(Q1; Q3)

% (n)

% (n)

% (n)

% (n)

Czech

71.7 (43)

30.2 (13) *

69.8 (30) *

24 (24; 25)

2.3 (1) **

51.2 (22) **

32.6 (14) **

14.0 (6) **

English

28.3 (17)

64.7 (11) *

35.3 (6) *

24 (23; 24)

35.3 (6) **

41.2 (7) **

0.0 (0) **

23.5 (4) **

2017

55.0 (33)

30.3 (10)

69.7 (23)

24 (24; 25)

6.1 (2)

45.5 (15)

33.3 (11)

15.2 (5)

2018

45.0 (27)

51.9 (14)

48.1 (13)

24 (24; 25)

18.5 (5)

51.9 (14)

11.1 (3)

18.5 (5)

* p < 0.05; Pearson’s Chi-Square test
** p < 0.001; Pearson’s Chi-Square test or Fisher’s exact test

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study was approved by the Ethics committee of the
University Hospital Hradec Králové (ref. no. 201708 S12P)
and by the dean of Charles University, Faculty of Medicine
in Hradec Králové.
A questionnaire survey was conducted. The authors
created the questionnaire based on the ESE recommendations about the undergraduate endodontic curriculum
(2) and on questionnaires used in other published studies on similar topics (4, 5). In the first part of the survey,
respondents were asked about their gender and age. The
second part included the major endodontic competencies
according to the ESE recommendations. Each competency
was asked two different ways: subjective self-evaluation of
the student, if he or she is competent at or has knowledge
of the specific area; and the student’s assessment of the education, whether it was sufficient in this particular field.
The third part contained of questions about the students’
endodontic experience, their evaluation of the education
and suggestions.
After piloting the survey with 10 students, no changes
were made and the questionnaires were distributed to all
students of the fifth year at the very end of their studies,
studying in both Czech and English language, in two subsequent academic years (2016/2017 and 2017/2018). The
inclusion criterion was graduation in one of the involved
academic years. No exclusion criteria were applied. A total
of 79 questionnaires were distributed. Participation in the
study was voluntary, each participant signed an informed
consent. Data from the questionnaires were analyzed
anonymously in the NCSS 10 using methods of descriptive statistics, nonparametric Mann-Whitney test and
Pearson’s χ2 test of independence in contingency tables or
Fisher’s exact test. The level of statistical significance was
set to α = 0.05.

dian age was 24 years (Q1 = 24; Q3 = 25). The comparison
of age and gender distribution between the study groups
(Czech/English) and between the years of graduation
(2017/2018) are presented in Table 3. For the statistical
analysis of the differences between the groups the students in the age of 26 to 38 years were joined.

Fig. 1 Age distribution of the respondents.

RESULTS
A total of 60 students filled and returned the questionnaires, making the response rate 75.9%.
Figures 1 and 2 show the information about the age and
gender distribution of the participating students. The me-

Fig. 2 Gender distribution of the respondents.
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Tab. 4 Respondents’ answers to the questions dealing with the major endodontic competencies.
Yes
% (n)

No
% (n)

Domain 1: Scientific foundations of endodontic practice.
I have knowledge of development,
structure, function and ageing of oral and
dental tissues.

100.0 (60)

0.0 (0)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

Yes
% (n)

No
% (n)

I am competent at performing procedures
to retain all or part of the dental pulp in
health.

93.3 (56)

6.7 (4)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

91.7 (55)

8.3 (5)

I am competent at performing good quality
root canal treatment.

70.0 (42)

30.0 (18)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

68.3 (41)

31.7 (19)

100.0 (60)

0.0 (0)

I have knowledge of anatomy of the head
and neck region.

95.0 (57)

5.0 (3)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

96.7 (58)

3.3 (2)

I have knowledge of dental anatomy.

100.0 (60)

0.0 (0)

I am competent at restoring root canaltreated teeth.

70.0 (42)

30.0 (18)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

100.0 (60)

0.0 (0)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

66.7 (40)

33.3 (20)

I have knowledge of pathology of oral and
dental diseases.

100.0 (59)

0.0 (0)

93.3 (56)

6.7 (4)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

93.2 (55)

6.8 (4)

I am competent at monitoring and
evaluating the outcome of endodontic
treatment.

I have knowledge of microbiology and
immunology.

73.3 (44)

26.7 (16)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

91.7 (55)

8.3 (5)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

71.7 (43)

28.3 (17)

83.3 (50)

16.7 (10)

I have knowledge of general medicine and
surgery as applied to the management of
dental (including endodontic) patients.

I am competent at communicating verbally
and in writing with dental and medical
colleagues.

81.7 (49)

18.3 (11)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

56.7 (34) 43.3 (26)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

76.7 (46)

23.3 (14)

I have knowledge of the management of
dentoalveolar trauma.

88.3 (53)

11.7 (7)

I have knowledge of pharmacology
and therapeutics as applied to the
management of dental (including
endodontic) patients.

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

81.7 (49)

18.3 (11)

76.7 (46)

23.3 (14)

Domain 3: Surgical endodontic treatment.

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

66.7 (40)

33.3 (20)

100.0 (60)

0.0 (0)

I have knowledge of biomaterials science
as applied to endodontics.

65.0 (39) 35.0 (21)

I am competent at conducting a detailed
general and dental history for a patient
with post-treatment endodontic disease.
– Was the education in this field sufficient?

90.0 (54)

10.0 (6)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

56.7 (34) 43.3 (26)

I have knowledge of diagnostic imaging.

91.7 (55)

8.3 (5)

95.0 (57)

5.0 (3)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

85.0 (51)

15.0 (9)

I am competent at conducting
a comprehensive clinical examination of
a patient with post-treatment endodontic
disease.

I have knowledge of epidemiology, public
health measures and biostatistics.

43.3 (26) 56.7 (34)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

91.7 (55)

8.3 (5)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

46.7 (28)

I am competent at reaching a diagnosis
and possible differential diagnosis,
and presenting treatment options for
the management of post-treatment
endodontic disease.

91.7 (55)

8.3 (5)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

88.3 (53)

11.7 (7)

I have knowledge of recognizing conditions
that may best be managed by surgical
endodontic treatment.

63.3 (38)

36.7 (22)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

65.0 (39) 35.0 (21)
65.0 (39) 35.0 (21)

53.3 (32)

Domain 2: Nonsurgical endodontic treatment.
I am competent at conducting a detailed
general and dental history.

100.0 (60)

0.0 (0)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

95.0 (57)

5.0 (3)

I am competent at conducting
a comprehensive clinical examination
of a patient with an endodontic-related
problem.

98.3 (59)

1.7 (1)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

98.3 (59)

1.7 (1)

I am competent at reaching a diagnosis
and possible differential diagnosis.

98.3 (59)

1.7 (1)

I have knowledge of assessing the benefits,
risks and likely outcome of endodontic
surgery.

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

98.3 (59)

1.7 (1)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

65.0 (39) 35.0 (21)

I am competent at establishing
a treatment plan and communicating this
to the patient.

86.7 (52)

13.3 (8)

I have knowledge of postoperative
monitoring of surgical endodontic
patients.

46.7 (28)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

80.0 (48)

20.0 (12)

– Was the education in this field sufficient?

45.0 (27) 55.0 (33)

The five highest numbers of answers “No” are in bold.

53.3 (32)
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Tab. 5 Most frequent respondents’ suggestions.

Fig. 3 Summary of endodontic experience of the respondents.
Bars show the numbers of treated root canals/teeth on extracted
teeth and in patients; axis on the left side. Line shows the
percentage of the respondents considering these numbers as
sufficient; axis on the right side.

Table 4 presents the answers of the respondents to the
questions dealing with the major endodontic competencies according to the ESE recommendations.
Figure 3 shows the numbers of root canal treatments
on extracted teeth/root canals and on real patients, along
with the students’ assessment of whether the experience
was sufficient for independent practice. Four of the students declared they had not performed any root canal
treatment on real patients. The teeth which were endodontically treated as the first RCT by the student on a patient were most often teeth 15 and 16 (maxillary right second premolar and maxillary right permanent first molar
respectively; 7 cases each). Next in order were tooth 25
(maxillary left second premolar), tooth 36 (mandibular
left permanent first molar) and tooth 46 (mandibular right
permanent first molar); 4 cases each.
Forty-nine respondents (87.1%) felt that they were
competent to perform RCT on anterior teeth, 52 (86.7%)
on premolars, and 29 (48.3%) on molars.
The number of teaching hours, the range of education
and the quality of education were considered sufficient by
81.7%, 86.7%, and 83.3% of respondents respectively.
As a proposed improvement, 98.3% of the respondents
(n = 59) stated more practice on patients; 51.7 % (n = 31)
stated more practice on extracted teeth; 13.3% (n = 8) stated higher quality of lectures; and 8.3% (n = 5) stated more
lectures.
Table 5 shows the frequently mentioned topics suggested for modification.
No statistically significant differences were found in
the responses of students from the Czech and English
study groups.
DISCUSSION
A questionnaire survey was chosen as a study design to
reach the goals of the study. It is an inexpensive and fast
method to gather required information. Although it has
a limitation in the subjectivity of the answers, the questionnaire survey is often used in similar kinds of studies
(4, 5).

Topics suggested to be added or addressed more

n

More practice on the patients

13

Postendodontic treatment

7

Endodontic radiology

6

Complications during and after treatment

6

Root canal retratment

6

Improve preclinical training

5

More rotary endodontics

5

Topics suggested to be removed or shortened

n

Too much rotary endodontics

5

The study groups differed in terms of gender distribution and age. There were more women than men in
the Czech group, which corresponds with the traditional
gender distribution among dentists in the Czech Republic, where 61.9% are female dentists and 38.1% are male
dentists (6). In the English study group, where there are
students from many other countries, the gender distribution was opposite. The median age was the same in both
groups; however, there were different distributions of students according to their age.
The second part of the questionnaire was based on the
major competencies listed in the ESE recommendations
on the undergraduate endodontic curriculum (2). The first
parts of the questions presented a self-evaluation related
to the students, whereas in the second parts the students
evaluated the education itself. Overall, the evaluation in
both parts of the questions was rather positive in the majority of the competencies. More than 80% of the respondents answered “yes” in the first parts of 17 questions and
in the second parts of 15 questions out of 26. More than
one half of the students declared they didn’t have knowledge of “epidemiology, public health measures and biostatistics” and of “postoperative monitoring of surgical
endodontic patients”; correspondingly, more than one
half of the respondents considered the education in these
two fields as insufficient. Between one third and one half
of the students declared they didn’t have knowledge of
“biomaterials science as applied to endodontics”, of “recognizing conditions that may best be managed by surgical
endodontic treatment” and of “assessing the benefits, risks
and likely outcome of endodontic surgery”; more than
one third of the students also considered education insufficient in these three fields and additionally in “communicating verbally and in writing with dental and medical
colleagues”. These subjects need to be addressed.
The average number of root canal treatments performed on both extracted and real teeth in this study was
higher than in the study from the Cardiff University (4),
where the average number of root fillings among the fifth
year students was 7.4 on extracted teeth and 2.81 on real
teeth. One third of involved students completed zero or
one root filling. The number of root fillings performed on
extracted and real teeth had an influence on the perception of competence. Such a correlation was not seen in our
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study, i.e. no number of root canals was found as a minimum to be considered sufficient, neither for extracted nor
real teeth. An alarming finding was that four students had
never done root canal treatment on a patient during their
undergraduate studies. Thus, it is essential to implement
performing a root canal treatment on a real patient as
a strict credit condition. In the current syllabus the formulation of this requirement is vague. The mean number
of root canals treated by the fifth-year students at the University of Otago, New Zealand, was 10.4 canals (5).
There are different demands on students during their
undergraduate endodontic education at schools in the European Union (7, 8), in the USA and in Canada (9). Out of
the dental schools in the United Kingdom 87% had minimum requirements for the number of RCTs during the
preclinical training, and 67% for the clinical training (7).
A total of 81% of European schools required a minimum
number of RCTs performed by their students. This minimum varied between 3 and 80 canals with an average of 17
canals (8). Among the schools in the USA and Canada the
students were required to do RCT of at least 3–9 teeth (average 4.9 teeth) or of 4–18 root canals (average 8.8 canals)
(9). At Cardiff University students are expected to treat 6
extracted teeth, two of them being molars (4). Our respondents would roughly meet these requirements.
Around 80% of the third, fourth and fifth year students
ranked education in endodontics at the Cardiff University
as ≤5 on the Likert scale (1 = inadequate to 10 = good), stating a lack of clinical experience. Out of the fifth year’s students 90.5% felt competent when performing uncomplicated non-surgical RCT on a single-rooted tooth, but only
42.9% on a multirooted tooth (4). Our results showed similar findings. Most of our students felt competent to perform
RCT on anterior teeth and premolars, however, less than
half of them felt competent to perform RCT on molars. The
students mostly expressed a satisfaction with the amount,
range and quality of endodontic lectures, but they recommended increasing experience with both extracted teeth
and on the patients. Correspondingly, the most frequent
suggestion in the open-ended questions was to provide
more practice on real patients. In recent years the number
of the patients demanding primary RCT has decreased. The
reasons are improvements of dental health status in the
general population and the introduction of more reliable
treatments for preserving the vital dental pulp.
The student’s suggestions in other fields summarized
in Table 5 should be addressed. Targeted actions must be
taken to make the students feel more confident in these
particular areas. There was a controversy in the opinions
of the respondents about the rotary shaping of root canals. Five students suggested extending the rotary preparation training, whereas five opined there was too much
time spent on it. They stated that it was not worth learning
about a particular system because later in practice each
will use something different. The authors consider rotary
shaping of root canals as a routine method of preparation
and that it should be implemented in the undergraduate
endodontic education both theoretically and practically.
The limitation of this study was quite small number
of the participating students (around 40 graduates every
year). To increase the number of respondents the study
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was performed in two subsequent academic years in two
study groups with different language of the lessons. No exclusion criteria were applied for the same reason.
CONCLUSIONS
The students mostly considered that endodontic education
was sufficient at the Charles University, Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové and that it largely conformed to the
recommendations published by the ESE.
Several topics need to be emphasized and taught in
more depth, notably surgical endodontic treatment.
The dominant problem of the endodontic education
found by this study was lack of practice on patients. To be
considered sufficient it must be extended.
The perception of the endodontic education in the different language groups was similar.
The results of this study will be used as a valuable feedback to enhance endodontic education. The respondents
recommended several improvements.
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Fluoroscopic Epidural Steroid Injection:
Pain Relief in Discogenic Sciatica Versus
Lumbar Spinal Stenosis. A Study on Middle
Eastern Patients
Todor Shamov1,2, Jasem Y. Al-Hashel3, Rossen T. Rоusseff3,*

ABSTRACT
Objective: To compare the effect of epidural steroid injections (ESI) in patients with discogenic sciatica (Sci) versus patients with lumbar
canal stenosis (LSS), not controlled by conservative treatment.
Materials and methods: In our study, 80 patients with Sci and 66 with LSS were included. A single ESI (10 mg dexamethasone in 3 cc
0.25% bupivacaine) was applied under fluoroscopic control: one level above the highest stenotic level, in the posterior epidural space, via
interlaminar approach in LSS and at the prolapse level, in the anterior epidural space, via transforaminal route in Sci. Pain intensity was
assessed by VAS at baseline and on days 1, 15 and 30 after intervention.
Results: The procedure was successful in 78 Sci and 63 LSS patients. Patients with Sci responded significantly better. At one month, pain
reduction over 50% was achieved in 63% (52.3–73.7% at p = 0.95) of Sci but only in 35% (23.2–46.8%) of LSS (p = 0.03). Return to preintervention level happened in 47% (34.7–59.3%) of LSS versus 14% (6.3–21.7%) of Sci patients (p = 0.01). In 5 patients the procedure failed,
without resulting morbidity.
Conclusion: ESI are more effective in patients with Sci than in single level LSS. In multiple level LSS, results are disappointing
KEYWORDS
epidural steroid injections; intervertebral disc disease; lumbar spinal stenosis; low back pain; sciatica; chronic pain; neuropathic pain.
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INTRODUCTION
Vertebrogenic low back pain (LBP) and lower extremity
pain is very common and a high socioeconomic burden (1).
About 15% of patients develop chronic LBP that persists
throughout life (2). Surgically treated patients develop
chronic LBP and/or neuropathic pain (“failed back surgery
syndrome”) in at least 10% of cases with discogenic sciatica and in up to 40% of LSS cases (3).
Early control of vertebrogenic pain may prevent the
development of chronic pain and the associated negative
outcomes (analgesic abuse/dependence, loss of employment, psychosocial problems etc.) (2, 4). It enables early
physiotherapy/rehabilitation that improves non-surgical
treatment results (5). However, pain control is not always
possible with non-invasive means only (6).
Epidural steroid injection (ESI) is a minimally invasive
procedure that introduces the medication (often combined
with local anesthetic) close to the pathology site, presumably enhancing its local action while minimizing the systemic effects (7). Numerous studies recommend ESI in low
back and radicular pain, but others dispute their utility
(8–10).
We compare the short-term efficacy of epidural steroid and anesthetic injection for pain relief in Sci and LSS
patients, not controlled by conservative therapy alone. We
involved Middle Eastern patients only as there are observations of reduced pain tolerance in this population compared with other groups (11, 12).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
STUDY POPULATION
This prospective case-control study involves 80 patients
with discogenic sciatica (Sci) and 66 patients with lumbar
spinal stenosis (LSS), recruited at a tertiary Spinal Clinic.
The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and required informed consent from the particTab. 1 Demographic and clinical patient characteristics.
Patient
characteristics

Lumbar spinal
stenosis (n = 66)

Discogenic sciatica
(n = 80)

Age (median)

58 (38–76)

52 (29–73)

Sex*

Male 45, female 18 Male 48, female 30

Median duration
of the present
complaints (days)*

65 (42–90)

Level of involvement Single – 25
(18 L4/5, 7 L5/S1)
Two levels – 19
Three levels – 19

Sensory deficit

23

48 (42–60)

Monoradicular L5 – 22
Monoradicular S1 – 25
Biradicular ipsilateral
(L5 and S1) – 18
Biradicular
contralateral – 10
Polyradicular – 5
33

Notes: significant differences are marked with asterisk (chi-square
test for categorical values, Mann-Whitney test for parametric values with non-standard distribution.
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ipants, in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. The
diagnosis was established by clinical examination and MRI
obtained within the 3 months before intervention. Included were patients with low back pain and radicular pain
who did not achieve satisfactory pain control and functional improvement after 6 weeks of medical treatment
and physiotherapy, as this length of time is considered
a transition point from acute to subacute pain stages (13).
Excluded were: 1. Cases of disc prolapse with extruded
disc sequester within the spinal canal (who were offered
surgical treatment). 2. Patients who had already undergone operative treatment or epidural injection. 3. Patients
with motor deficit (they were offered surgical treatment).
4. Patients with absolute contraindications for corticosteroid treatment (peptic ulcer, uncontrolled hypertension,
uncontrolled diabetes, etc.), hypersensitivity to local anesthetics or contrast.
The demographic and clinical features of the two
groups are summarized in Table 1.
The clinical assessment and the invasive procedures in
this study were personally performed by the authors.
PAIN INTENSITY ASSESSMENT
Pain was quantified using the visual analogue scale (VAS)
(14) at baseline (the day of the procedure) and one, 15 and
30 days thereafter. Non-steroid analgesics were withheld
3 days before ESI and during the observation period.
EPIDURAL INJECTION
The procedure was performed in the operating theatre. The
patient was positioned prone on a radiolucent table, with
intravenous catheter inserted and monitoring of the ECG
and the blood pressure. The level of the injection and the
approach was determined according to nosology (see below). We first infiltrated the subcutaneous tissues at the
injection site with 1 ml 1% lidocaine solution. The epidural space was reached using an 80 mm, 18G spinal cannula
(Spinocan, Braun™). Epidurography was first performed
by injecting 1 ml iohexol 300 mg/ml into the epidural space.
After fluorographic verification of the needle position, 3 ml
0.25% bupivacaine and 10 mg dexamethasone was applied.
Injection in the posterior epidural space via the inerlaminar approach was done 1) one level above the highest level of stenosis in all LSS patients and 2) at the level
of the disc lesion in 10 Sci patients, who had root symptoms in 2 contralateral dermatomes. We applied the following technique. The level of injection is determined
under X-ray guidance. The point of skin penetration is
1–1.5 cm away from the midline, with the needle directed
about 30 degrees towards the midline in the axial plane
and 15 degrees rostral in the sagittal plane. The tip of the
needle is directed towards the interlaminar space under
X-ray control. When reaching the ligamentum flavum we
used the “loss of resistance” technique, instilling about
5 cc of air. After entering the epidural space, we always
performed aspiration to ensure the needle is not situated
intrathecally or within a vessel. Then epidurography was
carried out (Fig. 1). Finally, the anesthetic/steroid preparation was applied.
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1.a

1.b

Fig. 1 Epidurography in a patient with LSS at L4–L5 level. 1a) Frontal view, 1b) lateral view. The contrast has spread within the posterior
epidural space over at least 2 levels on both sides. A “stop” of the contrast at L4–L5 level is evident.

2.a

2.b

Fig. 2 Anatomic and radiologic detail. 2а – MRI myelography showing the interpositions between the nerve roots and ganglia versus the
bone structures and intervertebral discs. 2b – Right oblique “Scotty dog” projection used for transforaminal approach to the anterior
epidural space. Numbers indicate: 1 – pedicle of vertebral arch; 2 – dorsal ganglion; 3 – preganglionic nerve root; 4 – intervertebral disc;
5 – safety triangle; 6 – superior articular facet; 7 – inferior articular facet; 8 – facet joint cavity; 9 – transverse process.
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The 70 patients with unilateral Sci received anterior
epidural injection via the transforaminal approach. In
single disc pathology, it was done at the same level, on the
side of the affected root. In multiple disc levels and clinical
involvement of 2 or more roots, we approached the rostral
disc level on the side of maximal clinical radiculopathy.
For visualization with this approach we used oblique left
or right projections. The C-arm was inclined to 30 degrees
in the axial plane until obtaining the “Scotty Dog” image of
the pedicle and adjacent bony structures. To avoid conflict
with nerve structures, the needle tip should be directed
below the pedicle, into the “safety triangle” defined by the
tangential lines of the vertical and horizontal contours of
the pedicle, as illustrated in Figure 2.
After reaching the safety triangle, the C-arm is positioned for frontal and lateral projections to verify the
proper position of the needle tip. Then epidurography is
performed and finally the anesthetic/steroid solution is
injected.
All patients were observed for 2 hours after the injection.
The procedure was cancelled in cases of intrathecal or
intravasal penetration; these patients were treated conservatively and excluded from further participation.
Statistical methods included descriptive, alternative,
variance and non-parametric analysis. Statistical level of
significance was accepted at p < 0.05.

RESULTS
In 5 patients (3.5%, 0.2-5.8%) the procedure was unsuccessful. Three had intrathecal penetration of contrast (2
after interlaminar and one after transforaminal approach).
In the other two, aspiration yielded blood, indicating a vessel penetration. There was no associated morbidity.
In the remaining 141 patients, the procedure was uneventful. Their total hospital stay (including 2 hours’ observation) was 6 hours (3.5–6.8). All completed the scheduled
follow-up.
The patients with LSS had significant pain relief. Their
reported pain intensity was 6 +/− 1.8 VAS score immediately before the intervention, 3.2 +/− 0.4 on the day after
the injection, 4.3 +/− 0.6 two weeks and 5 +/− 0.4 at one
month respectively. The best results were achieved in the
25 patients with single level stenosis, with 3.8 +/− 0.9 VAS
score one month after the procedure.
Sci patients improved significantly better. They had initial pain intensity of 7.1 +/− 1.3 VAS points, then 3.0 +/− 0.2
(day one), 3.6 +/− 0.4 (two weeks) and 4.7 +/− 0.3 (one
month). The 47 patients with single root involvement had
a significantly better outcome at one month (3.9 +/− 0.7).
One-way ANOVA confirmed the significant difference
between groups at all comparison points, as illustrated in
Figure 4.
The early effects, lasting days to weeks were quite significant in both groups. To better compare the effects of
the procedure between LSS and Sci patients at one month
we stratified the response at that point of time as good
(VAS score decrease with more that 50%), satisfactory
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(VAS improvement less than 50%) and poor (return to
preoperative values). Results are summarized in Table 2.
The higher effectiveness of the intervention in Sci patients is evident.

DISCUSSION
ЕSI produced major short-term improvements, significantly greater in Sci that in LSS patients. After one month,
nearly half of the LSS but only about 10% of Sci patients
returned to their pre-intervention condition. The procedure was particularly effective in LSS patients with a single level of stenosis and Sci patients with monoradicular
involvement. The percent of failed interventions was very
low.
ESI are the most popular interventional technique in
low back and lower extremity pain (at least in the United
States) and their use continues to increase (15). While their
long-term efficacy and cost-effectiveness remain controversial, most experts agree on the short-term pain relief
provided, particularly in sciatica (8–10, 15). We assessed
systematically the efficacy of epidural steroid injections in
a Middle Eastern population as significant differences in
pain tolerance between Middle Easterners and other cultures have been demonstrated (11, 12).
Our study has weaknesses like is the lack of a placebo
group (not allowed by the IRB for ethical considerations)
that places it into the third class in terms of quality of
evidence (16). Another disadvantage is focusing on pain
and relying on VAS only. We intended to study functional
outcomes using a standard tool (the Oswestry Disability
Index) in its Arabic validated translation (17) but it was
not well accepted by patients (questions regarding sexual
life, hygiene were considered intrusive). As our referrals
in a Military Hospital were predominantly male, the sexes
proportions in our study cohort are not representative of
the incidence of LSS and Sci in the general population.
Despite these shortcomings, we present some significant results.
The efficacy of ESI at one month in our patients was
lower than the reported in some studies but similar to or
higher than other patient series, originating from very
diverse countries and settings and methodologically comparable with our study (9–11, 18–21). While a direct comparison across different studies is methodologically not
appropriate, we should note that our results tend toward
a “median value” and suggest that the differences are not
due to lower tolerance to pain in our population but rather
to patient selection, to dose of medication used, different
study design (blinded, open) and/or other confounding
factors.
The significantly higher utility of ESI in Sci compared
to LSS in our study confirms some previous reports (11, 22,
23). It may reflect the different pain mechanisms prevailing in either pathology. In LSS, pain is mostly nociceptive
or mixed (nociceptive and neuropathic) (24), determined
by mechanical factors. The neuropathic pain component
in LSS is considered a consequence of ischemia causing
repolarization disturbance of neuronal membranes that
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3.b

Fig. 3 Epidurography in disc prolapse at L4–L5 level in the frontal (3a) and lateral (3b) projection that visualizes the tip of the needle and the
spread of contrast in the anterior epidural space. A “stop” of the contrast by the prolapse (arrow).

manifests clinically as hyperesthesia and neurogenic claudication (24). The membrane-stabilizing effect of steroids
with hyperpolarization and inhibition of C-fibers conduction may explain the extended analgesic effect in LSS (25).
However, the mechanical and vascular factors involved in
LSS would not be corrected by the steroid application.
In contrast, in discogenic radiculopathy the pain is
mostly neuropathic and inflammation likely plays a central role (26). Penetration of nucleus pulposus into the
superficial layers of annulus fibrosus triggers an immune response, in particular – tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) from activated macrophages (27). Inflammation leads to disturbances in microcirculation with
alteration of the myelin sheets in the nerve root that
produce the clinical manifestations of radiculopathy

(26, 27). Neuropathic pain may be also related to prostaglandin cascade activation with release of substance P
and other mediators in the affected dorsal ganglion (28).
If inflammation has a much greater significance in the
pathogenesis of discogenic sciatica, the anti-inflammatory
action of steroids would explain their higher efficacy in
Sci versus LSS. This is supported indirectly by the effects
of epidural application of TNF-a antagonists – etanercept,
adalimumab – that alleviate sciatica (29, 30). The efficacy
of epidural clonidine in neuropathic radicular pain may
also partially depend on its anti-cytokine actions (31).
The superior effect of epidural steroid/anesthetic in
single-level LSS and in monoradicular Sci is intuitively
expected. This finding may be helpful in patient selection.
Complications of ESI, from mild to even fatal have been
reported (32), but we didn’t observe procedure related
Tab. 2 Epidural anesthetic/steroid injection – results at one month.
VAS
Improvement
of over 50%

VAS
Return to
improvement
preoperative
of less than 50% levels

Patients with 22
11
LSS, n = 63
(35%, 23.2–46.8) (18%, 8.5–27.5)
Patients with 49
Sci, n = 78
(63%, 52.3–73.7)
Fig. 4 Mean pain intensity (worst pain irrespective of location)
in both groups. P < 0.03 on day one and P < 0.01 at all other
comparison points (two-way ANOVA).

30
(47%, 34.7–59.3)

18
11
(23%, 13.7–32.3) (14%, 6.3–21.7)

Notes: Significant difference in outcomes between LSS and Sci
patients is confirmed (Fisher’s exact probability test, multiple comparison; P = 0.0062).
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morbidity neither in the 141 patients with successful injection nor in the minimal percent of cases where we had
technical failure.
In conclusion, ESI with fluoroscopic guidance is safe,
effective in short term pain relief and may be routinely
recommended for patients with Sci and single level LSS, if
conservative measures are not sufficient. In multiple level
LSS, well-motivated patients should be selected for ESI.
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Duodenal Pressure Necrosis
in a Child Caused by a Migrated
Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy
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ABSTRACT
A two-year-old girl with two weeks of abdominal pain, vomiting, and food refusal, ten months after percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy
insertion because of inadequate peroral intake, was admitted to a tertiary centre hospital. On admission, the extracorporeal part of the
gastrostomy was much shortened. X-ray examination revealed migration of the end of the gastrostomy tube with a left-shifted course
of the tube through the duodenum. Gastroscopy and subsequently laparotomy were performed. A longitudinal pressure necrosis was
identified under the tube, with two perforations in the duodenojejunal region. Ten centimeters of that duodenojejunal region were resected,
and end-to-end anastomosis was made. The migration of the gastrostomy was probably caused by insufficient care by the parents.
Pathophysiologically, the tube caused the pressure necrosis in the duodenojejunal area; this was supported by histology. This is a hitherto
undescribed complication of a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy, showing that migration of the gastrostomy to the deeper part of
the small bowel can lead to pressure necrosis, a potentially life-threatening condition in children which cannot be treated without invasive
procedures.
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CASE REPORT
A two-year-old female patient with possible genetic abnormality with percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG,
Freka® 9 French = 3 mm, Fresenius Kabi) was admitted to
a tertiary care center ten months after the tube insertion
with a two-week history of intermittent abdominal pain,
vomiting, and food refusal. She had no surgical history
and was being treated with levothyroxine for mild hypothyroidism. The abdominal ultrasound did not reveal any
pathology. Laboratory tests were overall unremarkable,
except for mildly elevated C-reactive protein – 23 mg/l
(normal: 0–5 mg/l). Stool testing for viruses (adenovirus,
rotavirus, and norovirus) and bacteria did not identify any
pathogenic agent. Anthropometric measurements were
notable for underweight (weight 6.5 kg, −5.0 SD – standard
deviation) and short stature (height 78 cm, −2.2 SD) with
weight-for-height ratio −4.7 SD. The patient was afebrile,
with a soft abdomen and small umbilical hernia. There
were no clinical signs of peritoneal irritation. Atypically, the extracorporeal part of the gastric tube was much
shortened to 6.5 cm (the regular length from internal
bumper to the end of the tube is 31.5 cm).
An abdominal radiograph in standing position
(Figure 1) revealed migration of the end of the gastrostomy tube with a left-shifted course of the tube through
the duodenum without any other signs of pathology. The
tube displacement to the small bowel was verified by the
contrast study. Gentle pulling on the tube under radiologic
control failed to reposition it. The same day a gastroscopy
confirmed migration of the tube from the stomach through
the antrum to the duodenum. The first duodenal section
appeared normal, the middle was slightly distorted, and
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in the distal part was revealed a suspicious ulcer under the
tube. The tube seemed to disappear into the bowel wall in
the distal duodenum (Figure 2). During the same anesthesia, the surgeon was called and performed a laparotomy.
On opening the peritoneal cavity, the pneumoperitoneum
was observed. Approximately 40 cm of the duodenum and
mainly the jejunum was looped around the tube. Further,
there was a longitudinal pressure ulcer with two perforations in the duodenojejunal region under where the tube
lay (Figure 3). We did not notice any pathology around the
internal bumper. A 10 cm resection of the affected duodenojejunal area was performed. The gastrostomy was
removed without any complications, and a duodenojejunal end-to-end anastomosis was performed. The pressure
origin of the lesion in the mentioned area was confirmed
histologically. For postoperative feeding, a jejunal tube
was inserted via the gastrostomy track. The postoperative
course was without complications. The jejunal tube was
replaced by a Foley catheter 14 days after the operation
until a gastrostomy button will be placed. The patient was
discharged from the hospital 21 days after the procedure.
Five months after the surgery, the girl was without any
problems connected to the operation.
DISCUSSION
In this case report, we present a two-year-old girl with
a hitherto undescribed complication of a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy. No genetic background has yet been
elucidated in our patient, but we do not expect it would
influence the development of this complication. The indication for the PEG placement was failure to thrive. A poly-

Fig. 1 A – Native x-ray, B – Illustration. The white arrows are showing a left-shifted course of the tube through the duodenum. The red arrow
is pointing to the affected area by the pressure necrosis. The yellow arrow is showing internal bumper position.
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Fig. 3 Longitudinal bowel injury with the perforation and the tube in
the duodenojejunal region.

Fig. 2 Distal duodenum with the dislocated PEG tube. Fibrine
plaques around the tube. The tube seems to disappear into the
bowel wall.

meric formula (Nutrini®, Nutricia) was administered
through the gastrostomy. We do not expect that the tube
migration was affected by the PEG placement technique
(pull method; insertion at the body and antrum junction),
applied according to the ESPGHAN recommendations (1).
We presume that the inadequate care of the PEG tube
by the parents played a critical role in the PEG migration,
even though the parents were adequately instructed by
a doctor and a nurse and the gastrostomy was checked
two and six months after the placement. This notion was
supported one month after the hospitalization when the
girl was readmitted with obstructive ileus caused by migration of the Foley catheter with obstruction of the first
part of the duodenum by the balloon. However, it can be
accepted that a Foley catheter can be more challenging to
take care of because there is no external fixation plate. We
predict the child may benefit from a gastrostomy button
or a balloon gastrostomy. Apart from that, we did not notice any other signs of deficient care or signals indicating
child abuse and neglect syndrome. The mentioned clinical
signs (abdominal pain, vomiting) could be consistent with
the duodenal damage (2), but they could also be evoked
by the unintentional “bolus” feeding to the small bowel.
Pathophysiologically, we assume the injury in the duodenojejunal area was caused by pressure necrosis induced
by the tube (3). We suspect that this damage, as well as the
left shift of the course of the tube through the duodenum,
were exaggerated by pull on the tube by the peristalsis.
Although we did not notice any perforation during the endoscopy, we suspect the artificial inflation in combination
with the severely affected area could cause definitive rupture of the bowel wall. Nevertheless, based on the periop-

erative finding supported by histology, it was proven that
the major duodenal damage was caused by the migrated
tube.
In conclusion, we showed that migration of the gastrostomy to the deeper part of the small bowel could not
be treated without invasive procedures, and moreover can
lead to a very severe or even life-threatening condition. In
the case of “inappropriate” external shortening of the tube
in a young child, we suggest providing an x-ray imaging
study with the perspective that other more invasive examination methods may be needed. If this type of complication is proven, the patient will probably require an acute
surgical procedure.
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Candida Skull Base Osteomyelitis:
a Case Report and Literature Review
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ABSTRACT
Skull base osteomyelitis (SBO) also commonly known as malignant otitis externa was first described by Meltzer and Kelemen in 1959. Prior
to the advent of the antibiotic era, this disease carried a poor prognosis with significant morbidity. It often proved fatal with mortality
rates as high as 50%. Commonly seen in the immunocompromised patients, diabetes mellitus is an important associated comorbidity in
the pathophysiologic development of this disease. Treatment is instituted by medical therapy with surgery having a limited role. Surgical
intervention has a limited role, for example, in fungal SBO. Such cases may require local debridement and intraoperative tissue biopsies
for histopathologic confirmation. This is to demonstrate fungal invasion into the skull base, as well as to exclude other sinister differential
diagnoses like squamous cell carcinoma of temporal bone. In this case report, we present a rare case of candida SBO and the literature
review.
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Informed consent was taken from the patient prior to the
commencement of clinical examination, investigation and
treatment.
A 60-year-old male presented to us with history of
right sided earache associated with ear discharge of oneweek duration. The otalgia was described as nocturnal and
excruciating in nature, disturbing his sleep. There was no
history of reduced hearing, and no complaints of vertigo.
Otherwise, there were no complaints over the left ear. He
had long standing diabetes mellitus of approximately 20
years requiring insulin therapy for optimization of blood
sugar levels. Due to the unsatisfactory diabetic control, he
suffered from chronic kidney disease however he did not
require renal replacement therapy. He also had a left sided below knee amputation 1-year prior as complications
of his poorly managed sugar levels. Clinical examination
revealed a narrowed and edematous ear canal, with presence of granulation tissue along the floor of the ear canal.
The tympanic membrane was intact, however dull in appearance. He was treated as skull base osteomyelitis with
topical ciprofloxacin drops (Tarivid Otic; Daiichi Sankyo,
Tokyo, Japan) and systemic ciprofloxacin tablets (C-Flox;
Intas Pharmaceuticals, Ahmedabad, India). There was no
compromise in any of the cranial nerves functions, espe-

cially the facial nerve. Patient was managed on an outpatient basis as his compliance to medication was good, and
he was monitored on a fortnightly basis.
Eight weeks after his first presentation, he complained
of a painless right sided facial swelling. Clinical examination revealed a vague right pre-auricular fullness, approximately 4 × 3 cm, circular shaped, smooth surfaced, with
ill-defined margins. Otoendoscopy of the right ear revealed
a narrowed ear canal, with granulation tissue along the
floor of the canal, just like the initial presentation. Patient
was admitted for treatment with empirical intravenous ciprofloxacin (Ciproxol; Ain Medicare, Kota Bharu, Malaysia) antibiotics (dosed adjusted based on the underlying
impaired kidney functions to prevent nephrotoxicity). His
blood investigations revealed hemoglobin of 9.6 g/dL, total
white cell count of 10.9 K/μL, urea 8.9 mmol/L, and creatinine of 205 mmol/L. His ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation
rate) was elevated, 90 mm/hour. A swab taken from the ear
for culture and sensitivity prior to commencement of antibiotics confirmed Candida albicans infection (Figure 1). He
was then treated with systemic anti-fungal (Fluconazole;
Pharmaniaga, Bangi, Malaysia) therapy. Biopsies taken
from the granulation tissue were confirmatory for inflammatory granulation tissue and ruled out malignancy.
There was no fungal hyphae or spores seen on histopathologic examination. An urgent high-resolution computed
tomography (HRCT) of the temporal bone was done (Somatom Perspective syngo CT VC30 machine; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). There was bony erosion along the greater wing of the right sphenoid with osteomyelitic changes
(Figure 2). There was also erosion of the anterior wall of
the right ear canal (Figure 3). The stylomastoid foramen
and adjacent stylomastoid process showed inflammation
(Figure4). The right middle ear cavity and mastoid air cells
were filled with soft tissue densities, however there was no
destruction of the ossicles or the scutum (Figure 5). After
2 weeks of medical therapy using antimicrobials, there was
marked resolution in otalgia, and he was able to sleep well

Fig. 1 Candida albicans culture.

Fig. 2 Erosions along the greater wing of right sphenoid marked as*.

Skull base osteomyelitis (SBO) is usually caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa (1). Various other microorganisms
such as fungi may attribute to the development of SBO (2).
A common fungal pathogen responsible is the Aspergillus species (3). Our patient, an elderly diabetic, presented
with classical symptoms of nocturnal excruciating otalgia
and ear discharge. On further investigation however, the
etiologic agent was found to be Candida species.
CASE PRESENTATION
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Fig. 3 Erosions along the anterior wall of right external auditory
canal marked as *.

at night. Patient was satisfied with his treatment outcome
and was discharged home well.
During his one-week post discharge review, the granulation tissue was noted to persist (Figure 6) despite patient’s compliance to daily anti-fungal therapy (fluconazole tablets). Patient was advised for a repeat biopsy to
rule out other sinister pathologies such as squamous cell
carcinoma of the temporal bone, and for surgical intervention, but he refused. Subsequently, he did turn up for his
following appointment.
DISCUSSION
The first documentation of progressive temporal bone
osteomyelitis dates back to 1838 by Toulmouche (3). Otogenic SBO was first described by Meltzer and Kelemen in
1959 (4). The term malignant otitis externa is a misnomer
as it does not define a neoplastic disease (5) and this term
is used interchangeably with SBO. It was coined by Chandler in 1968 to describe the aggressive nature of destruction caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa in the ear canal
and spreading infection to the skull base (6). Later in 1985,
Petrak et al. described the first case of fungal malignant
otitis externa (7). Risk factors attributable to the development of SBO include, elderly age of more than 60 years,
diabetes mellitus and an immunocompromised state. Diabetes mellitus is an important associated comorbidity in
SBO patients, with a prevalence as high as 90–100% of all
SBO patients (8). Various other conditions predisposing to
SBO are Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection,
chemotherapy induced aplasia and chronic leukemia (7, 8).
In fungal SBO patients, more than 70% have underlying
diabetes mellitus (2). There are a few routes of fungal infection spread in the pathogenesis of SBO. They are i) via
the external ear canal, the infection spreads through the
Santorini fissures and medially to the tympanomastoid
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Fig. 4 Inflammation around the stylomastoid foramen and
stylomastoid process.

suture (6, 8), ii) via the internal acoustic meatus in cases
of fungal meningitis, iii) via the Eustachian tube and iv)
via hematogenic spread. Very rarely, it follows a paranasal
sinus fungal infection (6). The reason for developing SBO
in diabetic patients is attributable to the endarteritis and
microangiopathy causing small vessel obliteration (8).
Although the most common etiologic agent for fungal SBO is Aspergillus fumigatus (6, 8), cases of Candida
species similar to our case have been reported in literature (1, 9). A case of proven (definite) SBO is defined as
skull base infection with symptoms and signs localizing
at presentation, with, radiologic evidence of bone erosion
and isolation of organism from the affected bone. A probable SBO however, is when the organism is isolated from
a source other than bone or tissue (for example, from an
ear swab) (2). As seen in our case, fungal SBO is more
rapid to present (mean time to presentation of 8 weeks,
as compared to 26 weeks for bacterial SBO) (2). The typical presentation is a patient who is 60 years old or elder,
with underlying diabetes complaining of unremitting earache and headache. Classically fever is absent. They may
also present with a swelling in the preauricular region
(4). Blood investigations reveal absent leukocytosis with
markedly elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)
(8–10). In severe cases, cranial nerve palsy occurs, commonest being the facial nerve (cranial nerve VII) (2, 8, 9)
due to the proximity of the ear canal to the stylomastoid
foramen. The next common group of cranial nerves to be
involved are the nerves in the jugular foramen , namely
the glossopharyngeal, the vagus and the spinal accessory
(cranial nerves IX, X and XI respectively) (8).Clinical examination usually reveals granulation tissue in the ear
canal. Our case was similar to the other reported literatures where ear swab grew Candida albicans and biopsy of
granulation tissue taken from the ear canal was negative
for malignancy (4, 9, 10). This presence of granulation tissue seems to indicate a good treatment outcome in fungal SBO (7). However, it is important to remember that in
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Tab. 1 Etiology of origin for SBO.
Skull base osteomyelitis
Sinorhino – otogenic origin
Anterior skull base

Middle skull base

Non Sinorhino – otogenic origin
Posterior skull base

Trauma

Iatrogenic

Hematogenous

Others

Fig. 5 Soft tissue density in the middle ear cavity and mastoid air
cells, neither violating the scutum (black arrow) nor violating the
ossicles (*).

cases of recalcitrant disease not responding to treatment,
a differential diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma of the
temporal bone must be born in mind. This is because cases
of early carcinomas may be misleading and such cases may
be presumed to be as SBO (5). Therefore, there is a role of
tissue biopsy under general anesthesia for cases of probable SBO.
SBO can be classified based on etiologic origin as seen
in Table 1 (3). Fungal SBO infection usually originates from
the middle ear cavity or the mastoid air cells (6–8). In our
case report, HRCT imaging showed evidence of middle ear
destruction with soft tissue density seen in the mastoid air
cell system (9, 10), however the ossicles and scutum were
not violated. HRCT is sensitive to detect bony erosions
and defects, however inadequate to monitor treatment response. As such other imaging modalities are needed such
as Technetium 99m-methyl diphosphonate (Tc-99m Mdp)
bone scan as well as Gallium scan. Both of these modalities are complementary to diagnose and monitor SBO (8).
Treatment constitutes prolonged antibiotic therapy (6)
with quinolones due to good bioavailability and effective
bone penetration. Aggressive control of blood sugar levels is also crucial. In cases of fungal SBO systemic as well
as topical antifungals are required in medical treatment
(9, 10). There is a role of surgical therapy in fungal SBO
(2), however its role is limited to biopsy, debridement and
drainage of abscesses (3, 8). Hyperbaric oxygen therapy has
been documented in literature as a useful adjunct, however due to the restricted availability and minimal evidence
based results, it is not a common practice (3, 9). Long term
survival is based on severity of disease, rather than a particular therapeutic regime (7). Prognosis is largely dependent on the underlying immune status of the patient (6).
CONCLUSION
SBO is an uncommon disease, usually resulting as a complication from an uncontrolled otogenic, odontogenic or sinus
infection. Almost half (48%) of SBO patients may develop

Fig. 6 Persistent granulation tissue.

persistent cranial nerve abnormalities (2). Mortality due
to invasive mycosis of the lateral skull base was reported
in literature to be approximately 27% (6). Therefore, a multi-disciplinary team approach is needed in the treatment
of SBO. The main treatment aim should be culture directed
therapy (3) and long term antibiotics (8). In summary, SBO
should be suspected in an elderly patient who is a diabetic
presenting with otalgia and otorrhoea and if granulation
tissue is seen in the ear canal (8). A high index of suspicion
is required for diagnosing a fungal cause of lateral SBO especially if there is an intractable course of treatment.
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ABSTRACT
Pierre Robin sequence (PRS) is characterized by the triad of retrognathia, glossoptosis, and airway obstruction. PRS may occur in isolation
or in conjunction with other syndromes. Distinguishing isolated and syndromic forms of PRS helps clinicians decide the management plan.
We describe two cases of PRS of Indian ethnicity and describe some of the difficulties that we faced while distinguishing isolated PRS
from syndromic PRS. Both cases had a similar clinical presentation. However, one of the cases had a positive family history of congenital
deafness and cleft palate, whereas the other case had apparent upper limb anomalies. These facts heightened the suspicion of an
associated syndrome. However, based on the available facts and after thorough investigations, a tentative diagnosis of isolated PRS was
made for both the patients. Both the cases were managed conservatively and were advised a long-term follow-up. When the associated
anomalies are few, minor or concealed at birth, longitudinal follow-up of all PRS cases combined with thorough diagnostics including
chromosomal analysis could help differentiate syndromic PRS from isolated PRS. Regardless, all cases of PRS require a multidisciplinary
approach.
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Pierre Robin sequence (PRS) is the triad of retrognathia,
glossoptosis, and airway obstruction. Cleft palate is frequently encountered, but is not considered as a prerequisite for the diagnosis (1). Epidemiological data are sparse,
though available evidence suggests the incidence of PRS
ranges from 1 in 5600 to 1 in 14000 live births (1, 2). Symptoms include varying degrees of upper airway obstruction and feeding problems. PRS occurs in isolation or as
a part of other syndromes such as Stickler, velocardiofacial, and Treacher-Collins syndromes (3). Because the
severity of symptoms, presence of long-term sequalae,
requirement of surgery, and mortality rate in syndromic
PRS are much higher than non-syndromic/isolated PRS,
early differentiation between the two is beneficial to clinicians as it increases their preparedness and helps them
take decisions regarding the management plan (1, 4, 5).
However, the phenotypic heterogenicity of the various
associated syndromes, make it very hard for clinicians to
distinguish between the two (3). This ordeal is more pronounced when the associated congenital anomalies are
few, minor, or concealed at birth as in the case of Stickler syndrome (6). The lack of chromosomal diagnostics in
developing nations for phenotype-genotype correlation
adds to this obstacle (7). In this paper, we describe two
cases of PRS of Indian ethnicity and describe some of the
difficulties that we faced while differentiating syndromic
PRS from non-syndromic PRS. This paper also includes
the review of up to date literature and the latest trends in
management of PRS.

Case 1 was a 2-month-old male infant and Case 2 was
a 2-day-old male newborn (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Both
were of Indian ethnicity and had visited the pediatric outpatient department with their parents. Both cases were
referred to the department of pediatrics from peripheral
healthcare centers, where specialists were not available.
Both patients presented with congenital facial deformities and difficulty in breathing. Case 1 had difficulty in
breathing while lying down, whereas Case 2 had respiratory distress in both lying down and upright positions. Case
1 was born via normal vaginal delivery at 37 weeks of gestation with a birth weight of 3 kg (appropriate for gestational age) without complications and was second in birth
order. Case 2 was born to a primigravida via normal vaginal delivery at 40 weeks of gestation with a birth weight of
3.6 kg (appropriate for gestational age), but the pregnancy
was complicated with preeclampsia, which was managed
with magnesium sulfate. The parents of both patients had
a non-consanguineous marriage. Case 1 had a cousin with
history of cleft palate and congenital deafness, whereas
none of the close family members of Case 2 had a history
of congenital anomalies. History of alcohol consumption
during pregnancy or radiation exposure was absent in
mothers of both patients. Except for consumption of magnesium sulfate by the mother of Case 2, no significant drug
history was present in both patients.
On examination, both patients had small-sized mandibles, which were deflecting backwards (micrognathia)
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). Cleft palate and bifid uvula were
absent in both cases. Examination of the cardiovascular,
musculoskeletal, and central nervous systems of Case 1 did
not indicate the presence of any other congenital anomaly. Examination of the cardiovascular and central nervous
system of Case 2 did not reveal any abnormality. However, examination of the musculoskeletal system of Case
2 revealed absence of four digits in the right upper limb
(Figure 2). The respiratory rates of Case 1 and Case 2 were
42 and 48 breaths/minute, respectively. Both cases had

Fig. 1 A 2-month-old infant with isolated Pierre Robin sequence
(Case 1).

Fig. 2 A 2-day-old neonate with Pierre Robin sequence and absence
of 4 digits in the right upper limb (Case 2).
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labored breathing without any signs of cyanosis. Case 2,
in addition, had mild intercostal recessions. The complete
blood count (red blood cell count, hemoglobin, hematocrit,
white blood cell count, and platelet count), liver function
tests (total bilirubin, serum aminotransferase, and serum
alkaline phosphatase), and kidney function tests (blood
urea nitrogen, and serum creatinine) levels in both patients were within reference ranges. X-ray chest of both
patients did not reveal any abnormality. X-ray of the right
upper limb of Case 2 showed absence of the phalanges in
four digits, except the thumb. The metacarpals and carpals
of all five digits appeared normal. Two-dimensional echocardiography findings of both patients were found to be
normal. Ophthalmological examination of both patients
did not show any abnormalities. Otoscopy and otoacoustic
emission screening test for sensorineural deafness were
negative for both patients. The background of congenital
deafness in one of the family members of Case 1 made him
a high-risk patient for hearing loss. Hence, we wanted to
thoroughly investigate him further to rule out the same.
Hence, we advised him an auditory brainstem response
test (ABR). ABR is a noninvasive measure of sensorineural and conductive hearing loss, wherein electrodes are
attached to the scalp of the child via stickers and the responses of the auditory nerve, cochlea and brainstem to
various auditory stimuli are measured electronically.
In order to assist the diagnosis, rule out associated syndromes and determine the hereditary pattern, we advised
genetic testing to both patients. For Case 1 we advised detection of deletion of 22q11 chromosome via fluorescence
in situ hybridization to rule out association with velocardiofacial syndrome, and mutations in COL2A1 gene via
polymerase chain reaction to rule out association with
Stickler syndrome. For Case 2 we advised detection of mutations in SF3B4 and TCOF1 genes via polymerase chain reaction to rule out an association with acrofacial dysostosis
syndrome and Treacher-Collins syndrome, respectively.
Both ABR and molecular tests were declined by the patient’s families due to their financial limitations.
As Case 1 had a family history of congenital hearing loss
and the presence of sensorineural hearing loss was not
completely ruled out due to the impending ABR, we considered PRS associated with Stickler syndrome or velocardiofacial syndrome in our differential diagnosis. However,
as no other apparent malformations were present in Case
1, suggestive of these syndromes, we made a diagnosis of
isolated PRS. Similarly, due to the presence of upper limb
anomalies in Case 2, we initially considered PRS associated
with acrofacial dysostosis syndrome or Treacher-Collins
(Rodriguez, Nager, and Miller subtypes) syndrome. However, the limb anomalies in Case 2 could be also explained
by the presence of a constricting amniotic band in the in
utero period leading to autoamputation of the digits, which
seemed more consistent. Hence, Case 2 too was diagnosed
as a case of isolated PRS complicated due to an amniotic
band.
Both patients were admitted and were advised prone
positioning. Oxygen saturation levels of Case 1 and Case
2 were 98.2% and 93.4%, respectively, at the time of admission. The breathing of Case 1 improved with prone-positioning. Hence, his parents were provided appropriate
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guidance of prone positioning the child when the respiratory distress increased. The breathing difficulty of Case 2
did not improve with prone positioning. Hence, a nasopharyngeal airway was placed and supplemental oxygen
was provided, which improved the oxygen saturation to
98%. Both respiratory and feeding difficulties of Case 2
subsided on day-5 of admission. Both patients were subsequently discharged and anticipatory guidance was provided to their parents. A longitudinal follow-up was advised
for both patients with consultation with various faculties
such as pediatrics, ophthalmology, otorhinolaryngology,
orthopedics, and dentistry. Both patients were requested
to follow-up at regular intervals of 2 months for a minimum period of 5 years. Both the cases have not followed up
so far. Before their discharge, a written informed consent
was obtained from the legally authorized representatives
of both patients for anonymized patient information to be
published in this case report.
DISCUSSION
PRS is a set of abnormalities affecting the head and face,
consisting of micrognathia (small and symmetrically receded mandible), glossoptosis (tongue that obstructs the
posterior pharyngeal space), and resultant airway obstruction (3). Cleft palate is found in almost 90% of the cases (8). However, in both our cases cleft palate was absent.
Ultrasound imaging helps in the prenatal diagnosis of
severe cases of PRS and helps specialists plan the further
course of pregnancy and postnatal care (8, 9). As both our
cases had been evaluated outside our hospital during their
prenatal period, we could not detect the presence of abnormal ultrasound findings, suggestive of PRS, such as
retrognathia/micrognathia. Also, maternal factors such
as oligohydramnios, multigravida pregnancy, and uterine
anomalies which could hinder the mandibular growth of
the child could be detected early via ultrasonography (9).
The various hypotheses suggested behind the etiology of PRS include in utero mechanical compression of the
mandible, delay in neurological maturation of the nerves
supplying the affected areas, and dysregulation of the
rhombocephalus (2, 3, 10). De novo mutations in the SOX9
and KCNJ2 genes are linked with non-syndromic/isolated PRS (2, 10). Isolated PRS accounts for around 20-40%
of all cases of PRS (2). Once afflicted with isolated PRS,
the inheritance pattern followed is autosomal dominant
(9). Common medical syndromes with which PRS occurs
in conjunction include Stickler, Nager, velocardiofacial,
22q11 deletion, fetal alcohol, and Treacher-Collins syndromes (11, 12). Genetic mutations such as COL2A1, SF3B4,
and TCOF1 causing these associated syndromes are implicated in the etiology of syndromic PRS (10, 11). Once afflicted with syndromic PRS, the inheritance pattern followed is the same as the associated condition (9, 11). In
both our cases, we could not determine the genetic basis
of the etiology via chromosomal studies due the economic
constraints of our patients. Differentiating isolated PRS
from syndromic PRS provides insights into the etiology,
which in turn determines the pathogenesis and the clinical presentation (4).

Pierre Robin Sequence

In the outpatient department, patients with PRS usually present with a characteristic bird-like face with variable degrees of breathing/feeding difficulties, as found in
both our patients (2, 13). When the triad of PRS is spotted,
the physician should have an heightened index of suspicion for other anomalies and a detailed family history of
congenital anomalies should be elucidated (6, 8). As one of
our cases had a family history of congenital hearing loss
and cleft palate in a second-degree relative, and the other
had apparent upper limb malformations, we initially suspected syndromic PRS in both the cases. Cleft palate and
sensorineural hearing loss along with PRS is commonly
associated with Stickler and velocardiofacial syndrome
(14). Similarly, presence of limb malformations along with
PRS is commonly associated with acrofacial dysostosis or
Treacher-Collins (Rodriguez, Nager, and Miller subtypes)
syndromes (9, 14).
As more than 50 syndromes have been associated with
PRS and each of these syndromes have a vast heterogenicity in their respective presentations, it often becomes very
difficult for clinicians to accurately identify the associated syndrome (3, 5). We faced a similar predicament. Also,
when the anomalies are not apparent at birth or are minor,
as in the case of Stickler’s syndrome, diagnosis of syndromic PRS is often missed (2, 6). In such situations, a longitudinal follow-up with detailed chromosomal diagnostics
has been suggested for identification of the associated
syndrome (4, 8). However, in most economically-deprived
nations, genotype-phenotype correlation is not commonly
carried out due to economic constraints of patients, or unavailability of expert knowledge (7). Such was our case too.
In each of our cases, via radiological imaging and other diagnostics, we systematically tried to rule out other
anomalies. However, due to the absence of other detectable congenital anomalies in Case 1 and the upper limb
deformities in Case 2 explainable by an in utero amniotic band, we diagnosed both cases as isolated PRS (2, 15).
However, both these diagnoses were formed without the
support of genetic studies. It has been reported that if PRS
infants are followed-up until childhood along with appropriate genetic diagnostics, the diagnosis changes in 25% of
the cases because with course of time the symptomology
of numerous syndromes becomes more apparent or new
anomalies are developed (4, 8).
Many believe that delineating syndromic PRS from isolated PRS is crucial as it influences the choice and outcome/
efficacy of the management strategy (4). Clinicians mainly
focus on the management of the morbidities caused due
to PRS (1, 2). The severity of the airway obstruction even
in non-syndromic PRS cases requires the use of fiberoptic
investigations for exclusion of congenital abnormalities as
well as for local description of the degree of obstruction
(16). Managing respiratory obstruction is prioritized over
addressing feeding dysfunction (2, 3). Algorithms such as
the Vancouver Classification for the airway management
of PRS have been devised by institutes to individualize the
selection of the management plan (5). However, no consensus is present regarding the selection of the management plan in the literature (12). Prone positioning, placing
a nasopharyngeal airway, providing continuous positive
airway pressure, and using a laryngeal mask airway are
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the common noninvasive techniques used to relieve the
airway obstruction (1-3). Supplemental feeding using
a nasogastric/orogastric tube (mild cases) and gastronomy
tube (chronic and persistent cases) helps resolving feeding
difficulties (1, 13). Almost 70% of PRS cases respond to conservative management, as our patient’s did (4).
As a substantial set of the population with PRS achieve
normal or near-normal mandibular size within a few years
of birth, the cornerstone in the management of PRS is conservative therapy (2, 4). Hence, we chose to manage both
the patients conservatively and follow them up on regular
intervals. Surgical interventions are only needed when all
conservative measures are exhausted (3, 4). A report suggested that syndromic PRS cases have a higher requirement of surgical interventions and have poorer outcomes,
as compared to isolated PRS (5). Surgical therapies used
to relieve airway obstruction include tongue-lip adhesion, mandibular distraction osteogenesis, subperiosteal
release of the floor of the mouth, and tracheostomy (3, 8).
It has been observed that the mortality and complication rates in syndromic PRS are much higher than isolated
PRS (1, 17). The secondary effects of PRS include failure to
thrive, developmental delays, dental anomalies, gastroesophageal reflux, sleeping difficulties, speech disorders,
psychological disorders, cardiac failure, and brain damage
(1, 3). Hence, considering the constellation of sequelae and
complications, which could arise in the clinical course of
the disease, a long-term follow-up by a multidisciplinary
team of experts is essential for developing an individualized management strategy for patients with PRS (2, 3, 8).
CONCLUSIONS
We presented two cases of isolated PRS of Indian ethnicity.
We faced numerous hurdles while differentiating isolated
PRS from syndromic PRS, which we have enumerated in
our case report. We managed both patients successfully
via symptomatic conservative management. Differentiating isolated PRS from syndromic PRS helps clinicians
take decisions regarding the management plan, taking
into consideration the differences in their complication,
morbidity, and mortality rates. Regardless, we recommend
a longitudinal follow-up of all PRS cases via a multidisciplinary team, augmented with genetic diagnostics, for devising a dynamic and personalized management plan.
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Thyrotoxic Hypokalemic Periodic Paralysis
Triggered by Dexamethasone Administration
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ABSTRACT
Thyrotoxic hypokalemic periodic paralysis (THPP) is a disease characterized by recurrent episodes of muscle weakness due to intracellular
potassium shifting in the presence of high levels of thyroid hormone. It occurs more commonly amongst young Asian men with underlying
Graves’ disease. Attacks are commonly precipitated by ingestion of carbohydrate-rich meals or alcohols, stress or strenuous exercise.
Herein, we describe an adult Thai man suffering from a hypokalemic periodic paralysis attack after receiving a dexamethasone injection. The
diagnosis of Graves’ disease was confirmed by his thyroid function test and a presence of thyrotropin-receptor antibody. His weakness and
hypokalemia responded well to potassium supplement and a non-selective beta blocker, while his thyrotoxicosis was initially controlled
by an anti-thyroid medication and subsequently with a subtotal thyroidectomy. Clinicians should beware of this manifestation when
administering steroids in the thyrotoxic patients, especially of Asian male descent.
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INTRODUCTION
Thyrotoxic hypokalemic periodic paralysis (THPP) is characterized by recurrent episodes of muscle weakness and
hypokalemia from intracellular potassium shifting (1, 2).
This neurological manifestation is indistinguishable from
other subtypes of hypokalemic periodic paralysis except
for the presence of thyrotoxicosis state (3). Episodes of
attacks can be precipitated by an ingestion of high carbohydrate meal or alcohol, stress or strenuous exercise (1, 3).
Herein, we describe a patient with THPP attack after receiving a steroid injection and a review of literature.
CASE REPORT
A 36-year-old Thai man complained of acute weakness in
both the lower extremities. Five hours prior, his general
practitioner has prescribed him a 5 mg of dexamethasone
injection to control his pain from right elbow tendinitis.
Thereafter, he developed myalgia which has progressed
to paralysis predominantly in both of his legs. He was
noted about 4 kg weight loss and palpitations during
the past 6 months. He denied history of alcohol use or
a family history of weakness. On examination, the patient was alert with a normal blood pressure and a pulse
rate of 115 beats/min. His thyroid gland was slightly enlarged without a udible bruit. No exophthalmos was noted. Neurological examination revealed flaccid paralysis
and decreased deep tendon reflexes in both the lower
extremities. His weakness of 3/5 motor power also involved in proximal part of the upper extremities. Sensory function and cranial nerves were spared. Laboratory
results revealed hypokalemia (2.0 mEq/L, 3.5–4.5), hypophosphatemia ( 2.0 mg/dL, 2.5–4.5), and mildly elevated serum creatine kinase (300 U/L, 24–195). An electrocardiogram showed sinus tachycardia, a prolonged QTc
interval of 0.5 sec and the presence of U wave. His muscle
strength and serum potassium were fully restored within
12 hours after the administration of 100 mEq of oral liquid potassium. Rebounded hyperkalemia, 5.8 mEq/L, was
noted. Graves’ disease was confirmed with FT4 1.97 ng/dL
(0.8–1.8), TSH < 0.005 μU/mL (0.3–4.1), and a positive for
thyrotropin-receptor antibody. Methimazole (15 mg/d)
and propranolol (40 mg/d) were administered. One
month later, subtotal thyroidectomy was performed uneventfully, and the patient was in euthyroid state and did
not experience paralysis during the follow-up period.
DISCUSSION
Glucocorticoids are currently used in various conditions
of Graves’ disease including ophthalmopathy due to its
anti-inflammatory action; and also in thyroid storm due
to its blocking on thyroid hormone peripheral conversion
(4). In this report, we demonstrated an unusual complication of glucocorticoid usage in precipitating hypokalemic
paralytic attack in a patient with thyrotoxicosis.
Most affected THPP patients are young Asian men
(male-to-female ratio of 20–70 : 1) with underlying Graves’
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disease despite the female preponderance in hyperthyroidism (male-to-female ratio 1 : 4–10) (1–3). THPP is also
described in any etiology of thyrotoxicosis. The overall incidence of THPP in Asian thyrotoxic patients is about 2%
comparing with 0.1–0.2% in North America (3). The weakness is characterized by transient and recurrent episodic attacks. It mainly involves the proximal parts of upper
and lower extremities and rarely affects bulbar muscles,
bowel, bladder or cranial nerves. The severity of weakness
usually correlates with the degree of hypokalemia. Sensation is typically intact while deep tendon reflexes are
markedly decreased or absent (1, 2). The frequency of the
attacks can be variable, and the duration of each episode
can take from hours to several days. THPP occurs only in
the presence of thyrotoxicosis state and sometimes it can
be the first manifestation of thyroid disorders as described
in our patient. Prodromal symptoms such as cramps or
stiffness of the affected muscles are also noted. The attack
frequently occurs during the night or in the early morning,
and during the resting time. Myalgia has been reported in
some cases, in which rhabdomyolysis may occur. Other
electrolyte abnormalities that have also been described are
hypophosphatemia and hypomagnesemia (5).
The exact mechanism of THPP is still elusive. Hypokalemia from an intracellular shifting is related to an
increase in sodium-potassium adenosine triphosphatase
(Na+/K+-ATPase) pump activity in the skeletal muscle from
a direct stimulation by thyroid hormone, catecholamines,
androgens and insulin. This could explain the mechanism
of those precipitating factors that can provoke the paralysis attacks from thyrotoxicosis, sympathetic overactivity,
hyperandrogenism and hyperinsulinism. In addition, genetic predisposition involving the mutation of transmembrane ion channels of skeletal muscle, including KCNJ18,
CACNA1S and SCN4A has been shown in some affected
patients (6). Glucocorticoids may induce hypokalemia
by directly increasing the Na+/K+-ATPase pool in skeletal
muscle and also by causing hyperinsulinemia. Moreover,
steroids can also trigger muscle weakness by inducing myopathy and renal potassium loss owing to its mineralocorticoid effects. From the literature reviews, about 10 cases
have been reported regarding the steroids as a precipitating factor of THPP, ranging from low dose prednisolone to
pulse methylprednisolone (7, 8).
The definitive treatment of THPP is to achieve the euthyroid state. For patients with Graves’ disease, an initial
treatment with antithyroid drugs followed by radioactive
iodine (RAI) therapy or total thyroidectomy is suggested
(1–3). According to 2016 ATA guideline, THPP is classified
as the clinical situation that favors RAI therapy (4). Nevertheless, our patient chose subtotal thyroidectomy as
his preferred treatment. Hypokalemia is usually self-recovery and patients should be monitored for rebound hyperkalemia. Potassium administration during the attacks
should be in oral form dividing into small doses with the
maximal daily dose of 90 mEq (2). This replacement may
shorten the weakness period and prevent the possible
fatal arrhythmia; however, it cannot prevent recurrent
paralytic attacks. A nonselective β-blocker, propranolol,
is considered to be a first-line agent in the treatment and
preventing the paralytic attacks.

Steroids and Periodic Paralysis

CONCLUSION
We reported an unusual case of THPP precipitated by the
use of a high-dose steroid. Clinicians should beware of the
attacks when administering steroids in the thyrotoxic patients, especially of Asian male descent.
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